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MESSAGE

FROM

THE

HEADTEACHER

Ms S Adu
Dear Parents/Carers,
It has been a very busy Autumn term. Our pupils have made the most of all the exciting opportunities that
school life has to offer, especially after the disruptions in the previous academic years. We have had an
extensive enrichment programme after school each day, which was supplemented with lunchtime clubs,
workshops, trips, leadership opportunities, competitions and charity work.
A highlight this half term was ‘Aspirations Day’. At Hodge Hill Girls’ School we want our pupils to be inspired
to fulfil their dreams and have the knowledge and skills to be successful in their future. Aspirations Day
provided endless opportunities to prepare for future study or the world of work as we benefitted from the
MESSAGE

FROM

THE

CHAIR

OF

GOVERNORS

expertise of external visitors in each year group and a variety of activities throughout the day.

Mr K SIva Yogaiswaran

I have been impressed with the work ethic and determination of so many pupils and it has been heartening to
see the number of certificates and prizes being awarded in this final week. Determination and Excellence are
two of our school values and these values have been demonstrated throughout. Our Year 11 pupils have
prepared for and sat their first set of mock exams and now have the time to digest their results. They have
shown maturity in their approach to the exams and they should now build on their previous best in 2022.
We continue to invest in the school infrastructure and we look forward to developing our learning
environment throughout 2022.
At the end of term we say ‘goodbye and thank you’ to Miss Middlehurst, Assistant Headteacher , who will
start a new role as Vice Principal. We wish her every success in her new venture.
We wish you a safe and relaxing school holiday and we look forward to welcoming pupils back in January 2022
on their assigned dates. Merry Christmas to those in our school community who are celebrating this holiday.
Yours sincerely,

S Adu
Ms S Adu
Head Teacher
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MESSAGE

FROM

THE

CHAIR

OF

GOVERNORS

Mr K Siva Yogaiswaran
Dear Parents/Carers,
I hope that this newsletter finds you well. This term the governing body has continued to meet both face to
face and virtually to ensure that school business is effectively undertaken. Some governors have been into
school to contribute to a range of activities, including supporting pupil events.
Work on the school site has been appreciated by pupils and staff. A decoration programme is underway and
the school interior has been upgraded with bright colours and new furniture. January will see a change in
catering provision and we will welcome new menus and décor. Our pupil team representing Curie house
contributed to the decision- making process. The pupils could confidently explain what they expected and
MESSAGE

FROM

wanted at breaks and lunchtimes.

THE

CHAIR

OF

GOVERNORS

Mr K SIva Yogaiswaran

The school continues to adapt to changing Covid guidance and we thank you for your support as we make
necessary changes as and when required.
Yours sincerely,

K Uogaiswaran
Mr K Siva Yogaiswaran
Chair of Governors
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YEAR

10

RISE

TO

THE

CHALLENGE

Miss O'Hagan
Assessments, mock exams and work

The level of awards that I've had

experience preparations have

the pleasure of giving out this term

tested our Year 10 students'

is something to be very proud of.

resilience, drive and focus. I

Awards have included; Gold, Silver

couldn't be prouder of the level of

and Bronze, for high achievement

maturity and school spirit they've

points, Best Attendance and ‘Star of

displayed and would like to take

this Term’.

H I G H L I G H T

the opportunity to thank them all!

There are also awards for the

T H E

O F

T E R M

Prefects to recognise the
As well as dealing with exams,

contributions they have made.

assessments and the challenge of
finding their own work experience

There are exciting times ahead and

placements,
students have
still
Balancing
profit

I can't wait to see what Year 10 can

found time to support the schools

do next.

of House Captains,
work with our
is difficult,

Finally, I'd like to wish all my

Rights Respecting Team and be a

students a safe and happy holiday!

and preservation
fundraising efforts, take on the role
delicate work.

part of the school's Pupil Voice

Achieving
opportunities.

" Watching Year
10 mature and
stay focused on
their hopes and
dreams "
- Miss O'Hagan

it is a

win-win for all.
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BLACK
BLACK

HISTORY
HISTORY

MONTH
MONTH

Black History Month was created
to focus attention on the
contributions of people from the
black community. It honours all
black people from all periods of
history, from the enslaved people
from Africa in the early 17th
century to black people inspiring
change today.

INSPIRATION

FOR

CHANGE

AND

A

POSITIVE

FUTURE

Mr B Walker
As well as teaching our students

So, an assembly was dedicated to

Pupils were given a grid of

the historical moments, struggles

focusing on a few current

individuals, invited to choose

and figures that make up black

inspirational people within the

someone to research and create a

history, we wanted to inspire them

black community. This drew on

display piece on the individual.

to think about the future and how

influencers who were trying to

they can play a part in contributing

make changes in fashion, gaming

to positive change.

and education.

We wanted to celebrate the ‘small

By putting some focus on the

things’ that lead to ‘big differences’

'people of today'' and how they are

in people’s lives and inspire our

trying to change the prospects of

students to be part of creating a

disadvantaged people around the

bright and diverse future.

world, as well black history we
hoped to enkindle a drive for
change in our students.
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Photo taken by: Momina, Year 11, House Captain for Dench

SMALL

SCHOOL

WITH

A

BIG

HEART

Mrs S Barron
As a school we are passionate about

Students have given up their breaks

helping others to make our

and lunchtimes to sell poppies in

community a better place.

support of Remembrance Sunday,
where money was raised for The

This is why the school has

Royal British Legion.

encouraged students, via our
school house system, to lead the

Towards the end of November

way where fundraising is

there has been a massive push to

concerned and the enthusiasm

collect as many non perishable

from students has been

items as possible to donate to the

inspirational!

Food Bank. Our House Captains and
House Reps have been busy

Last half term students came up

Balancing
with creative
initiativesprofit
to support
Breastand
Cancer
UK and Macmillan,
preservation
and this term has been just as

is difficult,
successful!

delicate work.

collecting and packaging up the
items and they've been gratefully
received by the foodbank earlier
this month.

T H E
I S

S T R U G G L E

R E A L

" Compared to this
time five years ago,
need for food banks
in our network has
increased by 128% "
- The Trussell Trust

Achieving it is a
win-win for all.
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TEXTILES

IN

MEDICINE?

Ms H Walsh
Absolutley! According to the Head of Medical Education, Mr A.Rehman, who kindly
visited our textile students this month, the textile skills learned at school can make a
really big difference when honing your craft as a surgeon. Mr A.Rehman and his
registrar Mr Allahabadi, from Dudley Group NHS Foundation Trust, spent time with
our textile students teaching them the stitching techniques used in a surgery setting.
We hope to inspire students to think beyond traditional textile careers and open them
up to new aspirations that they might not have considered before.

IT'S

ALL

ABOUT

THE

ROMANS

Mr B Walker
In November, history students were learning about the battle formations that the
Romans would have used. They had a great time making typical Roman weapons
and battling it out on the field. It can be difficult to understand the skill involved
with the formations and I wanted students to understand this as well as getting out
of the classroom and letting off a little steam.

TELL

ME

YOUR

'REMEMBRANCE'

STORY

Mrs S Barron
11th November is a day none of us should forget and our students were asked to share
some real life war stories from their families and friends. They were wonderful stories
and beautifully written however there are a few lines that really struck a chord.
They've been used to create a poster on the next page.
hodgehgs.bham.sch.uk
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There were a few railway
workers nearby that were
kind enough to help remove
the back of the train and
leave it out in the
countryside.
Mame, Year 7
Talking about her Great Grandfather

I was told he didn’t have a
choice whether to go, so he
left to fight wanting to
make my family proud.
Yasmin, Year 8
Talking about her Great Grandfather

We will
never
forget
If I could go back in time and
erase something, I would erase
these dreadful wars that would
have ended my father's and
mothers' lives as well as my
uncle's and aunties.
Grandmother of Sania, Year 9
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THE

BIG

DRAW

FESTIVAL:

MAKE

THE

CHANGE

Mrs R Corser
In October, the art and design

Students were tasked with

department launched the Big Draw

choosing a positive statement that

Competition and pupils were

focuses on recycling and materials

invited to take part.

used to support the environment.

The Big Draw Festival is a

Working in the style of artists, Bob

worldwide celebration of drawing.

& Roberta Smith and using

The Big Draw promote the

colourful lettering, the students

universal language of drawing as a

made some impactful and creative

tool for learning, expression and

statements that got us all thinking!

T H E

invention. We completely agree

Balancing
profit
with this
concept as a school
and

There were lots of wonderful

invite and
our students
to take part
preservation

entries, well done to all of you who

is difficult,
have chosen to focus on being a

chosen and received art materials

every year. This year, The Big Draw,
'positive delicate
change maker'.
work.

Achieving it is a
win-win for all.

got involved. Three winners were

S I M P L E

T R U T H

" There is no
planet B "
- Amina, Year 9

to inspire their creativity further.
Read on to see the winner's
artwork.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR WINNERS

1 S T

P L A C E :

T A S N I M ,

Y E A R

8

Tasnim not only hit the mark but went
above and beyond. The creativity
displayed is impressive, well done and
well deserved!

1

ST

2 N D

P L A C E :

A M I N A ,

Y E A R

9

Amina's words really hit home. Simple
and clear message that says it all in a
beautiful design. Well done!

2ND

3RD
RUNNER
UP
3 R D

P L A C E :

R A M L A ,

Y E A R

9

Beautiful colours and so
creative with the style of text.

R U N N E R

U P :

Y A S M I N ,

Y E A R

8

Words we could all live by!
Thank you
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ENGLISH

SUPPORT

FOR

NEW

STUDENTS

Ms N Arshad
As part of our programme to help

We have closely monitored pupil

students transition to Hodge Hill

progress. A huge well done to Amal

Girls' School where English is not

in Year 10 for being this term’s

their first language, they have been

‘Gold Achiever’. She has completed

enrolled onto the Flash Academy

26 virtual lessons which has

learning platform.

resulted in 147 new words learnt
and 25000 XP points.

All students have been enjoying
using the platform and it is a great

In second place, Aalia in Year 7 has

learning tool for all students.

learnt over 41 words, and she has

Balancing profit

and preservation
is difficult,

obtained at least 6000 XP points.
Read on to find out what we
covered this term.

S C H O O L

G A T E W A Y

DON'T MISS OUT ON
ENHANCED LEARNING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUR
CHILD
HEAD OVER TO SCHOOL
GATEWAY TO FIND OUT WHAT
AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS WE HAVE
ON

delicate work.
Achieving it is a
win-win for all.
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Many newly arrived students

The focus for this term has been ‘A

started the 2021-2022 school year

Christmas Carol’ by Charles

completing activities to get

Dickens which was intended to

acquainted with each other.

support beginner EAL learners in
classes and to showcase how the

Students have also been busy

festive season is celebrated in their

completing lessons that review and

country!

reinforce reading, writing, and
learning and applying new

Overall, newly arrived pupils have

vocabulary.

worked hard during the first
quarter and have lots to be proud
about! We will continue to practice
content level vocabulary and
grammar/writing skills.

Balancing profit
and preservation
is difficult,

DON'T MISS OUT ON
ENAHNCED LEARNING
OPPURTUNITIES FOR YOUR
DAUGHTER
HEAD TO SCHOOL GATEWAY TO
FIND OUT WHAT AFTER
SCHOOL CLUBS WE HAVE

delicate work.
Achieving it is a
win-win for all.
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ASPIRATIONS

DAY

Ms C Middlehurst

We had an incredibly busy day

All in all, it was an incredibly busy

again on Aspirations’ Day as pupils

day and lovely to see a more

from all year groups took part in a

‘normal’ feel to our curriculum

range of activities to support

enhancement provision during the

thinking about their futures.

timetabled school day after the
challenges of the last couple of

We welcomed a number of outside

academic years.

agencies in to work with our pupils
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school staff facilitated many

positive; below are a selection of
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YEAR

7:

PLANNING

FOR

THE

FUTURE

Aspirations Day
Our Year 7s developed their understanding of the importance of teamwork in planning
for their futures as they built spaghetti towers. Arts’ Ambassadors led on creating class
quotes, and pupils explored how to manage money. All Year 7 pupils took part in
workshops to increase their understanding of STEAM-activities and their possible
importance in their future careers, Learning Performance led a workshop on
‘Resilience, Motivation and Goal Setting’.

YEAR
THEIR

8:

WORKING

TOGETHER

ON

GOALS

Aspirations Day
Year 8s also worked with their Arts’ Ambassadors on teamwork skills to produce
their Zentangle class quote and build their spaghetti towers. They explored careers
in the NHS and further embedded an understanding of financial management.
Learning Performance worked with all pupils on ‘Goal Setting’.

YEAR

9:

TIME

TO

THINK

ABOUT

'OPTIONS'

Aspirations Day
Year 9s had their first foray into the world of the ‘options’ as staff from our performing
arts and art and technology faculties showcased their GCSE courses, giving pupils an
excellent opportunity to start to think about their future plans; it was particularly
lovely to see a number of our current Year 11 pupils sharing their positive experiences
of learning in these subject areas with the younger pupils.
hodgehgs.bham.sch.uk
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THE

SCIENCE

OF

SEWAGE

Aspirations Day

Sharan Gill, Education Officer from Severn Trent, joined us on Aspirations Day to run a
highly interactive workshop with Year 10 and 11 discussing careers opportunities within
the company.

The session included links with the GCSE chemistry and biology curriculum,
particularly around the process of obtaining safe drinking water and how our
wastewater is treated before being put into rivers.
Dr N Malik

" I really enjoyed the workshop
as it made me think about how
much water we waste and how
certain items blocks our pipe
system. I loved the different
activities related to the
workshop; I hope we do it next
year "
- Safa, Year 10

" I learned what products you
are not supposed flush down
the sewage pipes and how to
properly dispose of waste "
- Mariam, Year 10
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YEAR

10:

CAREERS

CONVENTION

Aspirations Day

Learn to Work played a lead role with our Year 10 pupils as their
work experience programme was launched. Pupils learned about
how they can secure their work experience placements and also
spent time planning possible responses to their placement
interviews which will be held later in the academic year. Year 10s
also visited the Careers’ Convention, and learned about both
apprenticeships and university life as they move ever closer to
formulating their post-16 plans. Some Year 10s who are
particularly interested in a career involving science subjects
participated in a workshop with Severn Trent Water.

YEAR

11:

FUTURE

PLANS

Aspirations Day

Year 11 were able to focus on their college applications, as well
as visiting the Careers’ Convention. We also welcomed staff
from

Joseph

Chamberlain

College

into

school

for

a

presentation to the whole year group about life at college, and
how to ensure you secure the place you want. A number of
Year 11s who think that they may wish to pursue careers using
science subjects were able to work with a visitor from Severn
Trent Water as they continued to explore future career
options. Pupils who may be considering applications to
Oxbridge in the future were also able to hear about the
process and expectations from these universities.
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GCSEPOD

WINNERS
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INCREDIBLE

OUR

Year 11:
Faaria
Taslima
Ruqayyah
Sara S.
Sabrien

ll
We !
ne
Do

USAGE

Ms C Middlehurst
It has been a fantastic half-term for GCSEPod usage;

This is an incredible achievement and represents a huge

from 1st November up to 8th December, pupils have

commitment to independent learning on the part of

watched a magnificent 23258 pods, placing the school in

many pupils. The top 5 users in each year group were

1st place out of 107 schools for usage in the our area.

rewarded with a GCSEPod pin badge to recognise their
efforts and are listed above.

This is an incredible achievement and
Balancing profit represents a huge commitment to
and preservation independent learning on the part of
many of our pupils
is difficult,
delicate work.
Achieving it is a

- Ms C Middlehurst, Assistant Headteacher

win-win for all.
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MAKE

A

WISH

Miss A Merrigan

It's been a tradition in the food lessons for students to make
their own wishes. Students from all year groups have been
inspired to think about their wishes, future health and wealth,.
themselves and others.

ART

AMBASSADORS

'ZENTANGLE'

OUR

SHOW

WAY

US

HOW

TO

TO

POSTITIVITY

Ms R Corser
The amazing Arts Ambassadors worked with their forms on Aspirations Day
delivering a Zentangle wellbeing session to create a positive phrase, which they can
hang up in form rooms to inspire everyone in the morning. A Zentangle is an easy,
relaxing, and fun way to create beautiful images by drawing structured patterns.
These patterns are the tangles and are created using lines, dots, swirls in fact
whatever you feel like. Why not give it a try yourself!?
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CHILLAX

IS

WORKING

HARD

FOR

OUR

STUDENTS

Ms R O'Neil

Our Chillax zone is designed to offer a safe, quiet place for

We would like to thank and give credit to Angel, Year 11.

students who need it when outside of the classroom. Here

She has not only embraced what the Chillax zone has to

we offer a programme to challenge students and build

offer but often takes it upon herself to share her creativity

confidence so they can be fully engaged with school life,

with the rest of the group. This term, Angel made herself

build friendships and make the most of these important

a calming mood jar. They are said to be very relaxing in

years.

high stress situations and Angel, wanted to have a go at
making one. It turned out great and everyone loved it so

This half term has a Christmas theme so we challenged

she kindly made more for everyone else to enjoy. This is a

students to work together and create a 'Christmas Tree of

great example of why Hodge Hill Girls' School created

Hands' collage and write feel good messages that could

Chillax, to encourage students to work together, build

inspire their fellow peers.

confidence and inspire each other.

We are proud to have embedded this unique programme
into our school. It's so rewarding to see students grow
and flourish due to the time they have spent in Chillax.

In Chillax I can socialise with my
friends, use lots of craft resources
and find a quiet space if I need it.
Everyone is friendly and supportive of
each other.
Angel, Year 11
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1st

2nd

AN

ACTIVE

TERM

3rd

FOR

4th

5th

STUDENTS

Ms S Walker
This half term the priority for the PE department has

To finish off the Autumn term we have ran an inter-

been to maximise our students engagement in being

house sports competition where pupils competed in

active, fit and healthy.

their PE lessons to gain points for their House team.
The PE points have been collated and the winners are:

We have been setting monthly challenges to inspire
them to exercise outside of school hours; giving them

1st place: Williams with 124 house points

opportunities and ideas to exercise with their family

2nd place: Parks with 119 house points

and friends.

3rd place: Yousafzai with 106 house points
4th place: Curie with 81 house points

We also invited an external coach into school to give

5th place: Dench with 80 house points

new opportunities for some of our year 10 pupils to help
their engagement with physical activity in their PE

Balancing profit

lessons.

and preservation

It's been a busy Autumn term with after school clubs,

is difficult,

such as Netball, Football , Badminton and Table tennis,

delicate
work.
running
at full capacity
along with lunchtime sports
clubs being successful too.

Achieving it is a

The PE department would like to congratulate
Ammaarah, Year 9 for being successful in her
football trials this half term and Ammaarah is now
playing for Saltley FC, an amazing achievement
and well deserved.

win-win for all.
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"Educating

Tomorrow's

Women

Today"
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